14th Running Of
THE JIM McKay TURF SPRINT
$100,000 Guaranteed
(Listed)

FOR THREE-YEAR-OLDS AND UPWARD
By subscription of $100 each which should accompany the nomination. $450 to pass the entry box; $450 to start, with $100,000 Guaranteed (Grade I winners in the past twelve months will have their entry and start fees waived if they start), of which 60% to the winner, 20% to second, 10% to third, 6% to fourth, 3% to fifth and 1% to sixth. Supplemental nominations of $1,000 each will be accepted by the usual time of entry with all other fees due as noted. Entry fee will be waived if horse starts. Weights: Three Year Olds, 120 lbs.; Older, 126 lbs. Non-winners of $60,000 twice in 2019 allowed 2 lbs.; of $60,000 once in 2019, 4 lbs. (Maiden, Claiming and Starter races not considered in estimating allowances). First Preference to Graded Stakes winners in past twelve (12) months. Second Preference to stakes winners in the past twelve (12) months. Third Preference to stakes winners in the past twelve (12) months. Fourth Preference to starters with career earnings non-claiming races in 2018-19. Horses may be placed on the also-eligible list. Starters to be named through the entry box by the usual time of closing. Trophy to the owner of the winner.

TO BE RUN FRIDAY, MAY 17, 2019

A DIFFERENT STYLE
gr/ro.c.4 D. J. Stable LLC John C. Servis

AMERICAN GURU
b.h.5 Stronach Stable Inc. James A. Jerkens

AMERICAN SAILOR
ch.g.7 Raj Jagnanan Wayne Potts

BAVARO
gro/r.h.5 All In The Family Racing Linda Rice

BOUND FOR NOWHERE
b.h.5 Wesley A. Ward Wesley A. Ward

COMPLETED PASS
b.g.5 Robert D. Bone Claudio A. Gonzalez

CONQUEST TSUNAMI
b.g.7 Gary Barber Peter Miller

DIRTY
b.c.4 Tom O'Grady Jeremiah C. Englehart

DUBINI
dk b/g.6 Pewter Stable Kathleen A. Demasi

EASTERN BAY
b.g.5 Mopo Racing Dale Capuano

FAST BOAT
b.g.4 Brad Grady Joe Sharp

JOHNNY OBVIOUS
b.g.5 Southern Springs Stables Ron Moquet

NEW YORK'S FINEST
ch.g.5 Tic Stables Linda Rice

OLDIES BUT GOODIES
dk b/g.4 R. Larry Johnson Michael J. Trombetta

POOL WINNER
b.g.7 Colts Neck Stables LLC Jorge Duarte, Jr.

PURE SENSATION
gro/g.8 Patricia A. Generazio Christophe Clement

RICHARD'S BOY
grgro/g.7 Rockingham Ranch Peter Miller

SHOWALTER
dk b/g.6 Marathon Farms, Inc. Gary Capuano

SIRALFREDTHEGREAT
b.g.7 Pewter Stable & Sardello Racing Stable LLC Kathleen A. Demasi

SKOLE
b.g.3 Green Lantern Stables LLC Amaud Delacour

SMART REMARK
b.g.4 Humphrey, Jr., G., Watts, O'Brien, Brendan and Klatsky, Brian Victoria H. Oliver

SQUARE SHOOTER
gro/g.5 Gold Square LLC Jeremiah C. Englehart

STRUTH [MTO]
ch.g.7 Matthew Scher Lacey Sauder

TEMPT ME TWICE
dk b/g.7 Cordelia Stable & Ann Merryman Ann W. Merryman

THE CRITICAL WAY
dk b/g.5 Runnymede Racing LLC Kelly Rubley

TRIBAL STORM
b.g.5 Scott Herbertson Ari Herbertson

TRICKS TO DOO
b.c.4 Lael Stable Amaud Delacour

WET YOUR WHISTLE
dk b/g.4 Bloomfield Farm Michael J. Trombetta

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

CLOSED TUESDAY, MAY 7, 2019 WITH 29 NOMINATIONS

* PENDING LATE MAIL

COLEMAN (COLEY) BLIND
STAKES COORDINATOR

CHRIS MERZ
RACING SECRETARY